Sensitivity of high-speed "perfusion-sensitive" magnetic resonance imaging to mild cerebral ischemia.
This study assessed the sensitivity of contrast-enhanced dynamic echo-planar imaging to subtotal stenosis of the middle cerebral artery as a model of mildly compromised cerebral blood supply. Dynamic data was analyzed in terms of the relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) and bolus peak arrival time (BPAT), and the prognostic utility of these parameters was compared with measurements of the regional apparent diffusion coefficient of water (ADC) with the goal of identifying tissue at risk of future infarct. Dynamic echo-planar MRI in conjunction with bolus administration of a magnetic susceptibility contrast agent was used in a cat model of acute, unilateral cerebral ischemia, induced by partial occlusion (stenosis) of the right middle cerebral artery. The contrast agent transit was analyzed in terms of the regional time of arrival of the peak bolus-induced signal loss as well as the time integral of agent concentration. Pixel-by-pixel maps of cerebrovascular parameters (rCBV, BPAT) were constructed along with spatial maps of the ADC, derived from diffusion-weighted MR images at the same anatomical level. Arterial stenosis was maintained for a 6 h period, after which histological determination of tissue viability was obtained. Maps of BPAT showed sensitivity to mild flow perturbations not detectable from cerebral blood volume estimations from the same bolus injection or from determinations of the apparent diffusion coefficient of water. Of nine animals subjected to subtotal stenosis, BPAT identified compromised tissue in all nine after 1 h of stenosis. No animals had differences in rCBV or ADC at this point. Stenosis was maintained for 6 h in 7 of the cats. After 6 h, two cats had developed identifiable injury on ADC and rCBV maps. Of the remaining five, where rCBV and ADC appeared normal even after 6 h, three exhibited abnormal histological staining, whereas two indeed appeared normal. In the other two cats where initial subtotal stenosis was later made total, the anatomical region identified as "compromised" during stenosis, by the appearance of delayed bolus peak arrival, matched the area of subsequent infarct after total occlusion of the same vessel. Echo planar imaging in conjunction with bolus administration of a magnetic susceptibility contrast agent appears sensitive to mild perturbations to blood supply. These perturbations may not be resolved on synthesized maps of relative cerebral blood volume or apparent diffusion coefficient. Although "compromised" blood supply does not necessarily lead to infarct (over the 6-h course of this study), it may represent tissue particularly at risk of infarct in the event of further insult.